, where μ denotes the Lebesgue measure on (0,1). As is easily seen, every d.s. operator is a contraction in both L 1 and L°° norms (||Γ||i^l, and ||Γ||oo^l). Furthermore, T/</ holds for all feL\ where < denotes the continuous version of the preorder of Hardy-Little wood and Poly [2, 8] .
In the sequel, we denote by Tt the set of all Lebesgue measurable sets in /=(0,1). e=e r , e, e'e^ft, means that the measure of the symmetric difference of e, e f is zero, or equivarently, that X e , the characteristic function of e, is identified with X e , as an element of L 1 . Let βi, e 2 s$R with μ(ei)=μ(e 2 ). A mapping σ from βi (exactly speaking, denned a.e. on βi) into e 2 is called a measure preserving transformation 1^ {m.p. transformation, in short) from βi into e 2 , if ( 
4) σ-\e)zm and μ{σ-\e))=μ{eΐ]e 2 ) for all
If σ~λ is a m.p. transformation from e 2 into ei again, σ is called invertible measure preserving from βi onto e 2 . For each m.p. transformation σ from / into itself, the operator T σ defined by [7] . Also T σ f~f holds, where /~g means that / and g are equimeasurable.
2)
Since every Te£) acts as a contraction on L°°, we can consider 3) as a subset of the operator space of L°°. It is known [8] Finally, in § 4, we shall give a necessary and sufficient condition for /~ g., f, under which we can find an σGΣ such that T σ f=g holds.
The authors of the present paper express their hearty thanks to Professor H. Umegaki for his kind encouragements. To prove this theorem we use a lemma due to Lorentz [4, p. 60] .
LEMMA 1 (Lorentz). Let f and g be eqimeasurabe. If C is any set of real numbers for which f~ι(C) is measurable, then so is g~λ{C) and both sets have the same measure.
The following lemma is known. For the convenience of readers, we present here a proof based on the preceeding lemma.
2) / and g are called equimeasurable if df, the distribution function of /, is equal to d g .
LEMMA 2. If μ(ei)=μ(e 2 ), e u e 2 £Wl, then there exists an σ£Σ 0 such that σ{βι)=e 2 .
Proof. Let ki(t) = S\X ei dμ, 0<*<l, i=l, 2. The functions k i9 ι = l, 2, are positive, continuous, and non-decreasing on /. Also denote by f % the function kύί ei Then it is easy to see that f x and f 2 are equimeasurable, and kΐ ι {X) is a single point or a closed interval in / for any Λ€(0, α), a=μ(ei)=μ(e 2 ).
We put Λ the set of all ΛG(0, α) such that ^Γ 1^) is not a set of a single point. Then Λ is a countable set for each i. 3. In the sequel, we denote by R the set of all real numbers. For each and each λεR, we denote by e(f)λ) the ^-spectral set, that is, the set {t:f(t)>λ} c/; and we denote by Wlf the σ-algebra generated by these sets. f w is the α-truncation of /: From this we can show easily that T*g-f holds.
Ryff [8] Next, suppose f* = Sf. Then we have S*/*=/ by Theorem 2, we must have S* = Γ, that is, S=Γ*.
In Theorem 5 below, we shall give some simple characterizations of d.s. operators induced by m. p. transformations. Also, some of the statements are 3) Te<£) implies 7"*€^}, where Γ* is a unique extension of the adjoint of T to an operator acting on L 1 . 4) /* is the decreasing rearrangement of /, nearly clear if we use the result due to v. Neumann [6, p. 582, Satz 1]. For completness and because the special case is much simpler than the general case, we intend to prove our Theorem 5 by mere use of the preceeding arguments. Proof. First, the equivalence (1)<==>(2) follows from Lemma 4. Next, we have the implication (1)4> (6) => (3)i> (5) => (1) as follows: Let T be a permutator. Then, in particular, for smooth feL 1 we have /*~T/*. Hence follows (6) from Theorem 4. The implication (β)=> (3) (4) => (5) is also given as follows: The implication (6)φ(4) is obvious. To prove (4)=>(5), we recall an elementary formula that (3. 6) \a+b\ It follows that X E^T X E for all EGTI. Finally by the same argument used for the proof of (3)=> (5), we obtain the implication (4) Finally, the implication (3)<=> (2) is implicit in the proof of Theorem 6.
